light. Sagna is known as Niranján to the mystical ‘adepts’ of the order of Varigáj. He is the same ‘lord Brahma’ worshipped in the Hindu religion. Sagna is also the head of the archspirits ruling the earth, water and fire occult realms. He is in control of billions of Yandavas, or demons of the air, and millions of Devas and Devatas - male and female “guardian spirits”.

The entity called king Elam is the second in command to Sagna in the hierarchy of the astral demons. He lives in a city called Retz located in the venus planet, which is the head-quarter of the “lower astral” that is made up of 26,000,000 planes. In many religions of the world Elam is being worshipped as “god”. Elam is the one that appears whenever satan is invoked. He has many other names and he is also heading all demons out and seen against occult realms. He is the same “lord Nishima” worshipped by devotees of Krishna sect. The deity known as “Njába” in Imo State of Nigeria is the manifestation of Elam. The celestial sanctor of AMORC is a mystical contact with and worship of Elam. In the City of Retz Elam is often seen with the head of a lion and the body of a man, but he does manifest in other forms.

Second occult kingdom of the air

The second occult kingdom of the air, the astral kingdom, is the terrestrial kingdom. This occult kingdom is bigger than the astral kingdom, and one must be mystically chosen or appointed before he will be granted to reach the realm of terrestrial spirits. All the entities or spirits in the terrestrial kingdom are known to be the “demi-gods” of the home of the 33,000,000 demi-gods proclaimed in the Vedas - the sacred writing of the Hindus. This second occult kingdom of the air is ruled by an archspirit known as Ba-Vara who is also called “lord Shohang”. Some mystics proclaim him to be the “father of spirits”. The occult kingdom of terrestrial is divided into two major “grand divisions”. In the mystical parlance of the “Eck masters”, the first division or plane of the terrestrial Kingdom is known as the “causal world”, while the second division is the “etheric”. The causal plane is ruled by an archspirit called lord Gotamy” that is known as Sa Khanwal in the order of Vairagi and in Eckankar. The etheric plane is ruled by an entity known as “saint Goo-Ling”. In the etheric plane I used to meet such beings as saint peter, abraham, mohammed, daniel, etc., but now I know that it was the demons who disguised themselves as such beings.

Causes of barrenness

There are various demonic manipulations, through occultic and witchcrafts operations, used to cause barrenness in marriages. I used to manipulate some men and women and cause them to become barren. When this is done, it will be difficult for such men to impregnate women, and for such women to become pregnant except they are delivered by the power of Jesus Christ. Those in this condition are further manipulated to seek for a solution from an agent of demons and may thus receive a child. But such a child is still a representative of demons on earth. Therefore, please be informed that every so-called solution received through occultic, witchcrafts, or metaphysical operations is still a process of demonic manipulations.

For instance, you may be healed of a particular sickness by an agent of demons, but that healing is a manipulation, because the same sickness could reappear in your life as a problem in a different form. This example truly applies to each and every solution received through occultic manipulations. It is only the Father that gives perfect solution to every problem of man through Jesus Christ our Lord. “Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and comes down from the Father of lights, with whom there is no variation or shadow of turning.” James 1:17. One’s total spiritual freedom is important, and there is no true spiritual freedom without Christ, who is the bona-fide Master, Lord and Saviour of the Universe. Therefore, your journey of eternal spiritual freedom from the manipulations of demonic powers begins when you give your life to Christ.

Dream manipulations

There are different categories of psychic entities (demons) used in occult operations to manipulate people in the dream state. There is an occult art which I used to project elemental spirits against people who were under my manipulations. These elemental entities will disguise themselves and operate as masquerades; they will then begin to pursue or fight against the person to whom they are sent. Consequently, this dream experience is further manipulated to bring the person’s life on earth into catastrophe and bad luck, such as bad luck in business, marriage, finance, education, or journey. Further to the dream manipulations through occult operations, I used to combine the forces of witchcrafts with that of incubus and succubus to suck the blood of people in the dream. This is done through the release of semen. Several entities of the occult kingdoms feed on human blood. In this connection, whenever you are seduced to have sex or release your semen in the dream, it means that the forces of darkness have fed upon your blood. Having sex in the dream with anybody is a psychic contamination with evil powers. This experience will bring weakness upon your life, as well as bad luck in various aspects.

Now, let me emphasize that the private part of any male or female that comes in contact with you in the dream, including the private parts of the three categories of prostitutes on earth, are spiritual instruments used to suck blood through higher manipulations of demons and human agents of evil powers. To this end, whilst in the realm of spirits (demons), such private parts are prepared to be like the head of vulture, serpent, cow, or tortoise. And it is through them that blood is finally extracted from carnal people via sexual act, whether in the dream or otherwise. Of course a demon, or a human agent of the forces of darkness, can appear in the form of another person to have sex with you in the dream. But in some occasions, the person that comes to you in the dream in this regard is the very agent of demons directly involved.

Manipulations through anger

Anger is a propensity of the fifth abnormal faculty of the mind used in demonic manipulations against humanity. There are different psychic entities
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The mighty occult kingdom of the water realm is called Banwar Kingdom. It also has other names such as Viraja, Kunta, Cosmic Ocean, etc. The water occult kingdom is ruled by a mysterious Archspirit addressed as “lord Kaliya”, who is neither male nor female. Kaliya can manifest in many ways, but often he is seen as a beast (mighty snake) with sixteen heads and with a precious crown of light on each head.

Kalya lives in an occult city of the water kingdom called Chandrapura, which scientists in America and Europe have declared to be a “Bermuda-Triangle”, which scientists in America and Europe have declared to be a “Bermuda-Triangle”, which scientists in America and Europe have declared to be a “Bermuda-Triangle”, which scientists in America and Europe have declared to be a “Bermuda-Triangle”, which scientists in America and Europe have declared to be a “Bermuda-Triangle”. The city of Cupha is directly located in the area generally called “Bermuda-Triangle”, which scientists in America and Europe have declared to be a “zone of death”. This is because whatever has travelled physically to the Bermuda Triangle has never returned and has never been found, such as aeronaut Culpin, which is claimed to be the Bermuda Triangle. The Bermuda Triangle has five planes or zones, and they include: Lumani, Banni, Lemoria, Gamma, and Atlantis. Within each of these zones there are 220 regions, thus there are 1,100 regions of demonic forces in the water occult kingdom. Each region is ruled by a Pritha. Prithas are seen as mighty and long snakes with two big lights on the head. In each region there are 2,000 or more new occult centres for the operations of demons in the water realm. Each centre is ruled by a Huna or a Huni male or female supreme mermaid, who controls millions of mermaids and other water demons.

The horrible kingdom of fire

The horrible kingdom of fire is a mysterious and powerful subterranean occult kingdom. In the Hindu Vedic treatise this kingdom is called Yamalok. The ruler of the fire occult kingdom is an archspirit addressed as “lord Kaliya”, but the Hindu mystics call him Yamaraja. He is proclaimed to be the lord of death and of punishment, and he is directly in control of millions of mighty dark angels of death known as Yamadutas in Hindu occultism. This horrible occult realm of fire is divided into two major planes. The first plane is called Anda. This plane is ruled by a female entity known as “archangel Ahankar”. The second plane is solely a strange realm of punishment ruled by “archangel Chita”, whom the Hindus worship and call Agni, meaning “the lord of fire”. Both Ahankar and Chita are working under lord Naga. During my advanced training in occultism, I used to visit the first plane of the occult kingdom of fire - Anda. But as for the second plane, the realm of punishment, one can only be permitted to briefly observe and not to project therein. It is a realm made for some of those who are truly dead physically on earth. There are great occult manipulations and fallacy going on as far as the realm of fire is concerned. In the esoteric teachings received in the higher realms of spirits, the lake of fire is said to be a reformatory centre, where souls go following their death on earth to work out character problems. Consequently, it is proclaimed in the realm of spirits that those who will enter the lake of fire include the witchcrafters, slaves or those who have received the mark of destruction upon themselves; the believers in Christ who are called...